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Look to Sports for the inside scoop on the Golden Knights season opener -p. 20

Future
by JOE CHABUS
Staff writer

Due to a budget shortfall,
UCF students may suffer when in
need of Orange County Fire/Rescue services.
Right now, Orange Country
Fire/Rescue is shutting down anywhere between four and eight units
daily with an additional 10 units
rumored to be shut down in the
near future bringing half of the
fire/rescue department to a close.
All of which means one thing for
students: less protection.
This is the result of a 20 percent .salary increase grant_ed to
firefighters last year. During the previous five years, Orange County fire/
rescue division employees failed to
receive any pay raises. To keep pace
with other cities, Orange County
Commissioners gave a 20 percent
salary increase to the firefighters that
when calculated out, comes to aro"Qnd
four percent a year.
However, when commissioners gave the 20 percent pay increase,
they were fiscally short in the budge_t, so money was borrowed from
the public service taX "in the general

fund to support the fire/rescue budget. After the commission gave the
raise, the fire/rescue division asked
the commissions what would happen next year when the budget ran
short again. The commissioners assured the union that the money would
be there, and they would fund next
year's budget. According to Mark
Rahme, President of the Orange
County Fire/Rescue Division Union,
at the end of July, the county commission held budget hearings and
said there was money in the budget
and thus no need to raise taxes. Several days later after commissioners
made their vote, their staff came
back and said there is no money in
the budget for the fire/rescue division.
"We hired an economist to
look at the budget and tear it all
apart," Rahme said. "He agreed that
the commissioner's staff were absolutely correct; there is no money in
the fire/rescue division budget,"
Rahme said.
"I'm very concerned," says
Firefighter/ Paramedic Karen Barber.
see UCF FIRE, page 5

Internationally known adist
displayed in Visual Arts
O The Visual Arts
Building will display
Dorothy Gillespie's
abstract art exhibit
for six weeks.
by WENDY KING
Contributing writer

•

•

Ask yourself this hypothetical question: What will you be doing at 75-years old? Will you be
rolling in a wheelchair down the
halls of a nursing home? Will you be
reminiscing about the good old days
when Michael Jackson had a full
head of hair?
Well, if you've got the spunk
and vitality of Dorothy Gillespie,
you'd be a prestigious, internationally known artist.
Gillespie's sculptures and
paintings went on display Friday,
August 25 in the Gallery of the
Visual Arts Building and will continue until October 11. Spanning a
55-year career from 1940 to 1995,
the exhibit features key works which
serve to display the growth of her
creations. Her paintings on canvas
and paper have been shown in gal-

leries all over the country and Europe
as well as her sculptures, which consistof aluminumcutinto strips, shaped,
then painted with colorful enamels.
The rich, bright colors give the aluminum a light, airy feeling.
Currently living in New York,
the 75-year old Gillespie has a New
York-based studio and another studio
in Hollywood, Florida, but will move
that studio to Orlando. Gillespie is
excited about moving to Orlando, recognizing that it is a city with "a lot of
energy and enthusiasm." She's also
looking forward to the reception given
in her honor by the UCF Art Department on Friday, September 1from79 p.m.
Raised as a Southerner in
Roanoke, Virginia, Gillespie knew
she wanted be an artist as early as
five years old. Although her mother
strongly opposed the idea of art
school, she attended the Maryland
Institute College of Art to be trained
as a classical painter. It wasn't easy
for a fem ale artist to gain recognition in those days, since society did
not encourage women as artists.
Gillespie attributes her success to
photo/SAGINARIO

see ART, page 4

Students will be able to view Dorothy Gillespie's heralded exhibit through October.
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UCF grad accused of Renowned principal
fixing basketball game to speak at UCF
O Kelly Hunter is
' alleged to have
attempted a pay- off ·
• to a UCF player to
ensure a wide
• margin of loss.
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
Special to the future

•

A university of Central
F1orida graduate is going to trial
for his alleged attempt to fix a
basketball game in December of
1990 between his alma mater and
Stanford University.
U.S. District Judge Jose
Gonzalez said that 27-year-old
Kelly Hunter will be tried for bribery after he attempted to pay a
UCF player to maintain a large
point spread in a ga.me during the
Red Lobster Classic Basketball
Tournament in Orlando.
Hunter bet $25,000 on the
game, putting his money on
Stanford's ability to beat the 15point spread. If the Cardinals had
won by more than 15, Hunter
would have collected $50,000.
Stanford won the game 70-61.
At a preliminary hearing this
month, former UCF team captain
Ross Breunig told Gonzalez that
Hunter approached him three
times before the December 21

game, making casual conversation about the possibility of throwing the game at first before making the player an offer.
"He asked me if I would.be
interested in influencing the outcome of the game so it could be
bet on," Breunig said. " He said
'Are you interested in doing this?
There's a lot of money to be
maid."'

,, ______________

D Joe Clark, the
renowned high
school principal, will
speak at the Wild
Pizza on Wednesday.
by JEFF HUNT
Newsedifc:>r

Aug. 30 at 8:00 p.m. to explain how he
accomplished the incredible task of
molding the undisciplined students of
Eastside into role mcxlels by using the
skills he learned as an army drill instructor.
''If there is no discipline, no
learning can take place, Clark said.
'Without discipline, there is anarchy.
Good citizenship demands attention
to responsibilities as well as rights."
Oark'sincrediblefeatwaseven
the basis for the fihn, Lean On Me,
starringOscarnomineeMorganFreemanaswellasaTimemagazinecover
article, a 60 Minute profile and an
appearanceonNightlineandDonahue.
Right now, Clark is reaching
out to students across the country
through his speeches and his latest
book Laying Down the Law, detailing
hiJ; plans for establishing a series of
.priv.ateacademies for inner-city youth
_using..alterQa~VJ!.educational and disciplinary programs.

Most high schools these days
areoverrunbydrugs,gunsandgangs.
ButnotJoeClark'sformerstomping
groundofNewJersey'sEastsideHigh.
Clark was the principal there
from 1983 to 1990 and during that
time transformed Eastside from a
· crime-ridden, inner-city disgrace to a
prestigious learning facility. In 1985,
Eastside was declared a mcxlel school
- - - - - - - - • ' ' andin 1986,0arkwasnamedoneof
Assistant U.S. Attorney the 10 ''Principals of Leadersrup}'
Amy Link said that Kelly told his
This great educator will bebookie that four players on the speaking in the Wild Pizza on Wed. 1
UCF team were being paid- off to
help ensure the large loss.
THE LEGENPARY
Michael Smith, Hunter's attorney, said Hunter lied to his
HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL ("LEAN ON ME")
bookie about the bribed players to
ensure he would accept such a
large bet. Smith said Hunter was
convinced that Stanford would
beat the spread.
8:00
ON
A trial date has not been set.
If convicted, Hunter faces one to
two years in prison and up to
$25,000 in fines.
..

He asked me if I
would be interested

in influencing the
outcome of the
game•••

WHO: JOE CLARI(

~'tfcl).~f6~~1NG ABOUT

WHEN:
P.M. WEDNESDAY
WHERE: WILD PIZZA

'

..

IO'IKSTCl.1.1:

WE WILL BE OPEN
l

THURSDAY AUG. 24 8:30-7:00
FRIDAYAUG~ 25 8:30-5:00
SATURDAY AUG. 26 10:00-3:00
MON. 28 TUES. 29 WED. 30 THUR. 31 8·30-8:00
FRIDAY SEPT. 1 8:30-5:00
SATURDAY SEPT. 2 10:00-3:00
UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE

MONDAY SEPT. 4 CLOSED
TUES. 5 WED. 6. THUR. 7 8:30-7:00
FRIDAY SEPT. 8 8:30-5:00
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Art displayed in V'ISUal Arts Gallery
from ART, page 1

the Women's Art Movement,
where she continued through marriage and children to produce her
art. ''I think society in general sometimes wants women to just di.sappear or go away, so I just kept
working. My work is very daring
as a woman", Gillespie said.
Gillespie's southern roots
shine through in the grace of her
warm, comfortable personality.
She is a woman of unique determination, as she fully intends to
keep on working as much as possible, comparing her attitude to
the late artist ~oseph Campbell
who produced to lits last day, and
said "Follow your bliss and doors
will open for you.'_'Gillespie's art
is action-oriented, while it is n.ot
unusual for one of her works to
engulf an entire wall, spanning as
much as 150 feet in length.
Dr. Francis Martin of the
UCF Art Department, who first
recommended an exhibition of
Gillesp~e's art in the spring of
1993 and remains a close friend of
the artist, spearheaded the project
to bring Gillespie's art to UCF and
the Museum of Arts and Sciences
in Daytona Beach along with UCF
Director Steve Lotz, Museum of
Arts and Sciences Director Gary
Libby and Curator ofExhibitions,
David Swoyer. Martin said of
Gillespie, "The focus of her work
sings about the joy of life. It is
happy and fresh with uplifting visual energy, showing that women

can create art as good as anyone
else."
The work -of Gillespie reflects her incredible zeal for life
and refreshing optimism. Holding two honorary doctorates and a
Distinguished Woman of the Year
Award from Binningham College,
Gillespie paints abstractly, in her
words allowing "the viewer to see
what they want to see," and sending a message to women that they
should "do want they want to do,
to try to find their center."
Gillespie believes that it is important for her to work toward equality for female artists and is associated with many gloups which promote the philosophy. "I feel pri vileged for being involved in art,"
Gillespie said.
Gillespie is donating original silk screen posters selling for
$Z<l as well as 25 out of 45 1imited--edition silk screen prints selling for $75, which are each numbered and sign~d bY. e t,·11 t,.1,..,l.._.,,
the UCF Arts Alliance Group, a
student organization who will be
selling Gillespi&' s art and using
the money to further their work as
well. Gillespie said, "I think art
students have a rough time of it,
and they really need to stay together as a group to support each
other."
If _you miss the Gillespie
exhibit at the UCF Gallery, you
can catch it at the Museum of Arts
·a nd Sciences, 1040 Museum
Blvd., Daytona Beach from October 20 to December 21.
Dawn Munizzi admires Gillespie's "Baruque Sled" in the V.A.B.'s gallery.

Dexter's

not his usua1 self.
You suspect the

.. ,So

photo/SAGINARIO

salsa.

you call _Dr. Nusblatt, your family vet back home.
The

call is cheap.

(Too bad about the

consultation

fee.)

Life can be complicated. AT&T True Savings is simple. Just spend $10 a month on long distance
and we'll subtract 25% off your AT&T bill: Spend $50 a month, get 30% off. Guaranteed. This
special offer ends soon, so you've got to call 1800 TRUE-ATT to enroll by September 15.
No fees. No lists. And no circles. That's Your True Choice'!'4' AT&T

•
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''Two emergency apparatuses
covering UCF will be shut down.
Truck 83 which covers Martin East
and UCF has a 110-foot ladder. It is
the only ladder longenoughin thearea
to reach the upper stories of the taller
buildings on campus, such as the library and donnitories. Also, Truck
80, outofUnionPark will be taken out
of service. This truck carries extra air
and light, but we would not be able to
use when there is an emergency."
According to Rahme, the closest unit that would handle a blaze in a
building with more than two stories on
campus would come from State~oad
436 and State Road 50. Should this
unit be on a call, the next closest unit
would come from the west side of
Orange County. For this reason the
closing down of units will have a
negative effect on campus safety.
''Ifyouhaveanautoaccidentin
front of the UCF campus or on campus, if you have any kind of medical
problemorifyouhaveafire,thedelay
is going to be such an incredibly long
period of time that the service is definitely going to suffer," explains
Rahme.
Further complicating matters
are rumors that 95 firefighters will be
laid off, which is the equivalent of 10
engine companies. ''That means
people will dial 911, and no one will
show up," Rahme said.
Rahmeexplaine.d thatoommissioners were warne.d there would be a
fiscal shortfall coming and that commissioners had the ability to supple-

ment funds through transport and
phone tax, or transfer money from the
general fund, yet commissioners have
ignore.d it to this point
A fire chief in charge of the
fiscal managementofthedivisionsaid
in 1992 that the fire/rescue division
would be broke by the summer of
1995. The chief developed a plan
presented before the commission
explaining why the fire/rescue division would be broke and why the
fiscal remedies were not meeting
expenses. The fire chief stressed
that the county could not continue to
operate that way. However, this
warning fell on deaf ears.
Several methods were suggested by the union to cure the fiscal
shortfall. The biggest panacea given
was that the fire/rescue take over the
service of delivering patents. Currently fire/rescue workers respond
to me.dical calls and deliver the ser-

vice, yet American Medical Service, a for-profit company, transports the patent.
''In the last several years they
have returned close to $15 million
of pure profit back to their parent
company in Scottsdale, Ariz. from
the transport of patents here in Orange County," Rahme says.
The commissioners looked
over numerous studies on the possibility of taking over the EMS transport with all of them agreeing the
county should take over the EMS
transportation because it would fund
money back into the fire/rescue budget. However, the commissioners
approval was never given.
Another possibility offered by
the union dealt with the county's
new 50 cent tax on phone bills.
"Money coming from that
could have been used for fire/rescue," Rahme says. ''But the wind

University Floral
& Gift Shoppe
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free single rose
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UNIVERSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENTER
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366-1177

Show Student ID and
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& Gift Baskets .__________
Anywhere!
___.
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Free Bridal Consultations

Grandparents' <Day
September 1Oth
They probably aren't expecting
anything for Grandparents' Day.
Surprise them - send flowers.
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Coming Next Issue:
O David Swartz, A Little
Twist, discusses the federal
implications of misusing
flying insect repellents.

o Joseph Nadeau, Not-SoLiberal, talks about the
recent. near-miss of an all out.
trade war with Japan.

o Dan Griffin, The Liberal
Media, read somethµig in the
Mac Lab, now he's fighting
mad.
The Central Florida Future welcomes your
letters and article. Submissions may be mail¢,
faxed, e-mailed, or brought to our offices.
·· ·~
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·Thumbs up for Global Warming solution
O David proposes a
solution for Global
Warming, in a way
only David can dowith a little twist
I'll bet we could use this theory to reduce and control
Over the past few years, concern for global warming has
been mounting. Global wanning, as you may know, is caused globaj warming. All we would need to do is create a huge dust
by gasses such as carbon dioxide, which is produced by cloud. According to my ultra-sophisticated arithmetic, we
burning fossil fuels, which we need to run chain-saws, which would need to drop something fairly large (roughly the size of
Roger Ebert, such as Roger Ebert) from a high altitude
we need to cut down trees and use as props in horror films.
Environmentalists say that if we keep burning fuel and (approximately 173,000 miles).
Getting Ebert 173,000 miles up could be a little tricky.
keep cutting down trees, the icecaps will melt and cause
Miami to become an underwater theme park. (At this time, you I suggest that we put Ebert into the cargo bay of the shuttle,
(which may require an extra booster rocket due to the weight)
may want to run out and start your car up.)
The Greenhouse Effect is what really causes global blast him up to the required altitude and fire him back to Earth
warming, though. An example .of the Greenhouse Effect via one of those comical circus cannons. Of course, a suitable
would be a building that is ~ade entirely out of glass, such as location for Ebert' s impact must be chosen, some place where
the resulting devastation
a transparent Port-A-Potty. If you're
wouldn't be noticed, such as Los
ever in a transparent Port-"A-Potty,
Angeles. I think there's a federal
you may notice a few things. First,
provision somewhere that says if
you'd say to yourself, "Why is everywe can get 10 thousand signaone staring at me?" Second, you'd say
id~.
tures together, we can force Ebert
"Man, oh man. It's HOT in here!"
Third, you'd say, "Stop looking at me,
to do it. Are you with me? To
damn it!"
those of you who place a high value on human life, let me
Well, the atmosphere is like our Port-A-Potty walls. temind you that he's a film critic. Now are you with me? I
Energy goes through the walls but is not reflected out. It is thought so.
Any good project has a back-up plan. If, for some
trapped inside as heat, making the smell even more noisome.
Another example of the Greenhouse Effect-it's al- reason, Mr. Ebert isn't available for being a meteor, I have
most too obvious to mention-a snow globe. If you're ever calculated the required altitude for alternate candidates:
Sen. Ted.Kennedy: .................................. 143,000miles
trapped inside a snow globe-never mind, you get the idea.
UCFPresident,Dr. Hitt.................... ,........ 139,000miles
So now that we're all in agreement that global warming
is not a good thing, I take it upon myself to propose a solution.
Dom DeLouise or Chef Paul Prudome (same
person) ....................................................... 75,000miles
Let's go back 64 million years. As I understand it, the
dinosaurs were killed off when a huge asteroid hit the Earth
The late John Candy............................... approx. 29 feet
and spewed almost enough dirt into the atmosphere to fill in
I believe that this idea could solve a major environmenthe potholes on Goldenrod Road. The dirt blocked out the tal problem and create a great pay-per-view TV event in the
sunlight, started an ice age and created thousands of dinocicles. process. FOX will probably be calling me up later today.

If you're ever trapped inside

a snow globe- never mind,
you get the

If published articles would look

good on your resume, here's an
opportunity for you!
The Central Florida Future is
looking for permanent additions to its
Opinion staff. If you have definite
opinions about topics and can
express yourself clearly and
passionately, then we need you. Call
Pat Fox for further infonnation.
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Hiroshima's anniversary begs for a lesson leamed
•

•

O We've been told it
was the right thing
to do, but 50 years
later, it's time for a
different, honest
perspective.

Their children and even grandchil- bombs capable of I 0 times the devdren were feared to carry mutations, astation.
Do you think we have gained
and so "normal people" wouldn ·1
marry them. Even today, 50 years any perspective about that? I don't
later, silent victims come forward, · think we can, until we step out of the
and for the first time admit to being framework that asks if it was the
a survivor in order to get medical · right thing to do.
I think the important perspechelp.
This month we have seen a a people we have protested the de- could have had something to do
How did all of this effect us as tive here it to realize that we unplethora of anniversaries dedicated velopment and use of nuclear weap- with the fact that Germans are Cau- a species, rather than a nation? Here leashed a power that propel1ed manto dropping the atomic bomb, and ons. We have feared countries who casian? No, couldn't be that.)
kind into a new era of destruction.
is where it gets a little tougher.
the subsequent surrender of Japan. have the technology. We have dis. When the Enola Gay flew
Development and use of Ratherthan conquering war, we creWe have listened to countless couraged other countries from de- over Hiroshima on Aug 6, 1945, it nuclear weapons has left us with a ated a new means by which to wage
specials concerning the develop- veloping the technology. And in- took one finger on one hand of one far greater - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ment and use of the bomb, the de- deed, a major compone~t of th~ bombardier to devastate a city. legacy that
we
structive results, and whether or not "Cold War" has been a matter of About 100,000 human beings can be told
a 11 owed
it should have been done. Most trying to come to terms with a planet melted. That's right, melted.
in these cami l it a r y
Americans still hold the opinion witharmamentscapableofspelling
The people were gone, the sualty reperspective
that the United States was right to it's complete destruction.
U5e it to guide the
grandmothers, the mothers, the ports.Inour
drop bombs on Hiroshima and
But congressional leaders, women, the children, the dogs and lifetime, we
• &L.
hand of sciNagasaki, many believing that it pressured by - - - - - - - - - - - c a t s . Gone. have witIn u1e Un 0 J pursuit 0
ence and
was justified retribution for the at- Veterans groups
Left behind nessed the
use it in the
tack on Pearl Harbor.
forced
the
on walls of profound
unholypurStill more, dare say, the vast Smithsonian to
w
ft
rasp that
suit
of
majority, cling to the idea that drop- scrapportionsof
of buildings e n o u g h - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • death. And
ping the bombs saved lives in the the project be0
I 1ngs
were shad- nuclearweaponsexisttodestroythe unfortunately, we didn't learn that
long run, putting a quick end to the causetheydidn't
ows, perma: earth. And we, as Americans are lesson. We still allow it. We, citiwar that could have waged on with like the notion
n e n t 1 y responsible.
zens, not they, the government.
far more casualties.
that it portrayed
etched by
Oh, yes, we point our fingers Think about the fact that out of
Others believe that recent the Japanese as,
this man at everyone else, and say how other every paycheck you bring home,
facts brought to bear on Japan's according to The
made sun. nations were working on it, too. you are funding the maintenance of
involvement lead to questions about Orlando Senti- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - And like that This is true. But we did it. And we nuclear weapons. You are funding
whether Japan was about to surren- nel, "hapless victims of U.S. ag- wasn'tenough;wediditagain, thre~ · used it. And we have to own up to researchJorbiological warfare.And
der anyway.
gression and racism during World days later.
that. Despite the contextual ethics you are entrusting politicians to deSuch "Monday Morning War Il." What exactly did congress
What has to beadded to these involved, with the dropping of two cide when and where they may be
Quarterbacking" is an exercise in and the Veterans objectto? Are they calculations is the human side be-. bombs, we melted 170,000 civil- used.
futility. Regardless of the reasons, trying to say that the internment of hind these facts. No one has an ians. And when the war was over,
Think about it.
rationale, and justifications, thedeed Japanese Americans wasn't racist? accuratecasualtyfigureforthedam- we developed bigger, better'nuclear
is done. Retrospection should focus Or ili~ ilie 17~000 peop~ of agedonebythese ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
more on what was learned than Hiroshima and Nagasaki weren't bombs. Thou(Grolier Encyclopedia)
whether it was
victims? Makes sands more died
you wonder.
soon after as a rethe
right
• Probably between 15 and 20 million • Civilian dead numbered
We fully sult of radiation
choice. And if
military personnel were
approximately 25 million.
we are to learn
expect Germans poisoning.
killed in action.
• USSR lost more than 10 million
Let's face
to admit that what
anything, sides
• USSR as many as 7.5 million dead
• China at least 6 million
it,
it's
one
thing to · •Germany abot,.lt 3.5 million
they
did
to
the
cannot
be
• Japan 600,000
it
Jews was wrong. bleed to death
drawn, nor
• China 2.2 million
•Germany 500,000
It's so easy to from a ·bullet
facts side•Japan 1.5 million
• France 400,000
point a finger, wound and quite
swiped in an
• British more than 300,000
•Italy 145,000
attempt
to - - - - - - - - - - - - isn'tit?Butwe're another to watch
•United States 292,000
•United Kingdom 65,000
living in a glass house on this one. parts ofyour body
maintain a righteous posture.
• France 210,000
•United States 6,000
Forget for a moment all na- Granted, we didn't torture the Japa- rot off.
• Italy 200,000
Survivors
tional patriotism that might slant the nese, starve them in our camps or
facts in one way or another, and have ovens waiting for them in San ofthe bombs have
•In addition, about six million.Jews were put to death
another
Diego. But hold on a second. We yet
reflect upon these things:
By any calculation, and under ariy set of beliefs, these numbers are staggering,
So outraged was the world DID incinerate about 170,000 Japa- legacy. They
absolutely staggering. The United States got off easy, and was single-handedly
over the deaths of six million Jews, nese. And we dido' t drop the bomb were shunned
responsible for placing Japan third on the list of civilian dead.
f
that Nazi after Nazi was hunted on Berlin. (You don't think that from society.
down and prosecuted for crimes
against humanity. Thevastmajority
of the world's population agreed
that iliese practices went far beyond
the scope of war-related killing, and
into something so monstrous that a
special status was created.
Lest we forget, it was during
the same span of years, after Japan
some far more intangible way should em- another? And they' re all Christians!
bombed Pearl Harbor, that JapaI just think that if this world ever reached
body
the persona of our country. And I apnese Americans around the nation
the
simple
conclusion that war is self-defeating,
My
writers
were
right,
it
is
quite
diffipreciate
the
fact
that,
for
the
first
time,
we
were rounded up and put into internthat
this
planet
has enough resources that we
cult
to
come
up
with
a
bio.
But
I'd
never
ask
have
a
president
who
hasn't
gone
to
war.
ment camps. Not in Nazi Germany.
could
all
lead
very
rich lives. It's the petty
to
do
what
I'm
unwilling
to
do,
so
here
them
.
I
believe
in
the
separation
of
church
and
Here, in the United States, home of
bickering,
racism
and
hate that keeps us from it.
goes.
state,
and
I
fear
anyone
who
justifies
their
the free, melting pot of the nations.
We
talk
big
about
Freedom in tlus counI
have
a
rather
unique
perspective
on
actions
with
the
will
of
God,
for
two
reasons.
Internment camps.
try,
and
we
try
to
sell
capitalism
to other nations
.
things,
which
at
times
can
appear
quite
odd,
First,
the
sheer
audacity
of
anyone
to
think
Yes, indeed. Men, women,
but
that's
okay
with
me,
as
it
adds
a
different
like
it's
the
solution
to
the
world
's problems. I
themselves
at
a
high
enough
spiritual
level
as
to
and children were rounded up, based
believe,
however,
that
most
American's
have
hue
to
the
tapestry
of
this
life.
know
the
mind
of
God
is
a
frightening
thing.
solely on the color or their skin,
no
clue
as
to
what
freedom
is,
because
their
For
example,
I'm
probably
one
of
the
Secondly,
more
atrocities
have
be
committed
in
removed from their homes, busiminds
are
enslaved.
When's
the
last
time
you
ver:y few Americans who appreciate Bill the name of God than for any other reason.
nesses and private possessions and
felt
free
to
do
as
you
pleased?
Without
fear
of
Clinton.
Not
because
I
think
he's
an
extraorI
believe
there's
a
big
difference
between
interred. No trials, no due process.
retribution
,
fear
of
disapproval,
fear
of
losdinary President, nor because he's accom- spirituality and religion. I am a very spiritual
As part of the 50 year anniplished
much. But to those who condemn his . person, but I think, no, I believe that religion is ing something, fear of being wrong. I think
ver ary, The Smith onian Institute
lack of accomplishment, I would say, what probably what separates us from world peace. the Bill of Rights is a wonderful thing, but
put together an exhibit about the
oilier president that you've seen has been in Think I'm crazy? Look at what's going on in unfortunately, it can't liberate your mind.
dropping of the atomic bomb. A
the position of having both a House and Bosnia and tell me that the torture and suffering Only you can do that.
project such as thi should have
And as for me, I'll help in any way I
Senate
lead by the opposite party? What those people are going through has nothing to
been met with reflections of American,
and
hopefully, in the process, I'll get
power
does
the
president
really
have?
I
think
do
with
a
religious
war.
How
many
decades
did
can entiment that parallels our
it's
more
an
image
thing,
ilie
president,
in
too.
there,
the
Irish
Catholics
and
Protestants
kill
one
anti-nuclear status. For decades, as

We allowed military
perspective to guide the
hand Of science and
hI
• f

Gone. Left behind on
walls of what was left
f bu.Id•
were·
shadows, pennanently
etched by this man
d

death. We didn't learn that
lesson. We still allow it.

ma e sun.

Retrospection should
focus more on what
was learned than
whether was the
right choice...

WWII Casualty Figures

f
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Pat Fox- meet the Opinion Editor

Ufe is odd, but where would we be without it?
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~HE SCOOP

ttl 1'NE S'N'E

HEY Kros( LE1'5 Tu1Jc- 1N AND st::r= WHA--r ovrz
Wea.th<?r-.f'orecaster HAS /0 R€POR.I ABOL.{/ THE°
,,~~ NEXI coul'L~ DAY 5 · · · ''whether
ta.rt towd m ... (oll. "cit).

''you

Last term, an article was published in response to threats ofviolence
by the net fishermen as reported on the news. Many have been offended.
Those voicing offense were invited to write in defense ofthe industry. This
was sent to us as a copy of a letter sent to the Chanc.ellor Of Education.
Dear Charlie,
In the trench warfare of Florida politics over the years, we have read
opinions and points of view that begged for a truthful and thoughtful reply
that could focus a particular controversy to a point where a mutually
acceptable closure could be attained. That's the art of politics, and some
people practice it better than others. Maybe commercial and sport fishing
will never come to closure, but there are still rules of society that must be
100 maintained.
•o10to -Every now and then an article will appear in a collete newspaper that
,0fO is such an aborrun~tion it needs to .be scrutinized very carefully by the
¥0
JO
intellectual community and other leaders of the state. Enclosed is an article
titled, "Good Riddance to Net Fishermen," written by Lynn Goidsmith.who
is identified as a guest columnist of The Central Florida Future, a
newspaper of the University of Central Florida. When I read the column,
I visualized Adolph Hitler, as he is the omy other person in history I know
of whose propaganda referred to people he hated as rats. It didn't bother me
much when Goldsmith referred to us as "worthless Florida Crackers," but
~'-1'1.o ,!.,_,~ •
comparing us to rats crosses the line.
1
WearetotallyawareofFREEDOMofSPEECHandFREEDOMof
the PRESS, but isn't there a stopping point for what one deranged person
can have printed about an honorable class of people? Dees the DNlVERSITY system allow racism and savaging of innocent people to take place
Alana Kelly
under academic freedom? Are there no rules? What would the reaction of
the education community be if guest columnist LYNN GOLDSMITH had reminds us with cold
attacked BLACKS, HISPANICS, or a particular religious group such as the
facts that rape is no
Catholics, Baptists or Jews? I can tell you what it would have been, it would
have been swift and powerful and would have generated state-wide joking matter.
editorials and comments. The commercial fishermen have been savaged by
plebiscite. How do we stop further hate-mongering by unprofessional
journalism as was prominently featured by a UCF newspaper? ·
I w~mld like to tell you about ·
-Bob Jones, Exec. Director, Southeastern Fisheries Assoc., Inc.
an incident that happened to a group
of people. One that will never leave
Staff Response ·
my mind. I was sitting in a crowded
The viewpoints of net fishermen and those of Lynn Goldsmith may break room along with four women
differ. Such is the nature and beauty of the human race. The Founding and six men: Jumbled on the table
Principle that made our country of diversity great was the idea that each was a pile of '
man, and later woman, was entitled to his or her specific opinion and was newspapers
allowed to voice that opinion without fear of any negative action from the with an article
government or its agents.
pertaining to
Bob Jones, spokesman for net fishermen in-the Southeastern Region, rape on the
has proposed just such an action. Instead of contacting the paper to offer his
front page.
opposing viewpoint to print, Jones fired off the above letter to the top man
One of the
in Florida Education, seeking government intervention in this affair. In this
women said, "I ·
letter, Jones stoops to the same sort of below-the-belt viciousness he
can
tell you one .
accuses Goldsmith of employing, calling her "deranged" and comparing
thing,
if someher to Hitler, a much more indecent metaphor than laboratory rats. · ·.
one
tried
to rape me, they would
This paper cannot and will not be responsible for the actions of a
have
to
kill
me first." Another
majority of the Florida electorate. While we sympathize with the now
woman
quickly
agreed. Then one of
unemployed net fishermen, we will not allow this group to focus its anger
against one college student who voiced an opinion contrary to that of Mr. the men replied, "I don't think either
of you have anything to worry
Jones.We will defend Ms. Goldsmith's right to her opinion.
- Richard Agst~r. Business Manager, The Central Florida Future about." There was an outburst of
laughter throughout the room.
S,uddenly one of the younger
women stood up and pointed to the
man who had made the bantering
comment and said, "It's really nice
that you are able to make a joke out
of rape, when men are not the majority of victims being sexually assaulted:" Then she turned to the
woman who had chosen death over
being raped and said, "How can you
say such a thing without ever being
put in the situation?" With tears
running down her face she continued, "I bet if you or a loved one had
ever been sexually assaulted, you

. . . i-

Rape jokes are no laughing matter

o

all wouldn't be sitting here laughing
about such a horrible crime." She
turned·and left. The room fell silent.
In the U.S: every hour, 16
women confront rapists; a woman is
raped every six minutes (Newsweek,
7/23/90). Sexual
assault occurs often and among
all kinds of persons. One of the
reasons the word

In the U.S. every
hour, 16 women
confront rapists; a.
woman is raped every
six minutes. ' '

"ra~" is used so
casually, or even
worse, jokingly'
is because of the
many myths thal suirnund this inexcusable crime.
The most common myth being: "She asked for it." Another
myth is that women provoke rape
by theirowIJ..behavior: wearing low
cut or tight-fitting clothes, going out

not lie about rape. The F.B .I. reports
that false accusations only account
for 2% of all reported sexual assaults. Also, studies show that only
one out of 10 ·sexual assaults are
ever actually reported.
Because rape victims are re..:
luctant or ashamed to speak out
about their tribuiation, this crime
goes on without being acknowledged as an everyday serious occurrence. How many people would
admit to such a horrible and personal ordeal to a group of acquaintances, co-workers or even friends?
Instead, many victims just keep quiet
and try not to think about it. Why
&hould they have to speak out?
Peopleshouldquitmakingsickcommentslike, "Ohyou'dprobablylove
it" or "Maybe you'll get lucky."
I wish more people were able
to stand up like the young lady in the

alone and get- - - - - - - - - - - - - - • break room
didandputan
ting drunk or
staying out late
end to the
and using drugs.
word rape as
The fact is, no
a casuallyone asks to be
used word. I

People should.quit
making sick
comments like, ''Oh
vou'd probably love it"

sexually assaulted. People '·
have a right to
be safe from sexual violation at any
time, any place and under any circumstances. The offender is to
blame, not the victim.
Another myth is that women
frequently "cry rape." Women do

sincerely
hope that everyone in that
room learned a valuable lesson and
will think twice before making a
joking comment out of the word
"rape." I know exactly how she
felt-because I was that young
woman.

Here's an example, during Hurricane Erin, an on-the-scene reporter,
who was obviously impressed by
the powerful winds said,
'Look at that tree! It's just out there
in the wind like that!'
Heard a Hum-Dinger?
Get the picture?
Share it with us.
Leave your quotes on the voice
Th "S Wh t" £ atur th
· k,
mail, c/o Pat Fox. Mention your
.
e ay
a. e
es ~se qmc
. name phone number & who what
little blurbs that you JUSt can't believe were said.
h'
d·h .
'.d '
w ere an w en 1t was sat .
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Club Info
UCF Butokukan Club: Karate,
Aikido, Self defense,. Coed
classes forming. Open House 9-7
and 9-12, 7-10 pm Tue & Thu at
education bldg multipurpose room
to left of gym. INFO: 282-5579 or
380-0227

Classified

Univ. Highlands-F23-Renovated 1
& 2 bdrm, garden apts. Security
lighting, laundry, privacy wal.
$3.95-440 R.R. Prop 339-2233

12x15 green-grey top quality
carpet w/ pad-$85; unused king
bed frame-$20; complete beigebrown dinnerware set-$25; 2 kids
i------------~ 16" bikes-$15,$10. Call 359-8517
Condo 2 bedroom/2bath $60,000.
Pool, tennis. 1 mile north of UCF
on Alafaya. Hunter's Reserve.
Call (904) 761·4e79.

Help Wanted

Furnished bedroom for rent in
private house 2 mi. N. of UCF.
365-9815
Female wanted to share 2bd/2ba
apt at Bishop Park in WP. Must
be ok with cats, clean & consid~
erate. $310/mo. + 1/2 util. Great
location, great price.
Call Robin 678-5389
Waterbed, with heater, hose,
frame, headboard, the works! ·
Two years old, one owner,
originally purchased for $800,
asking $300, obo. Call Greg 6586821 days, 359-9054 nights.

ICM-established, reputable
mktg. firm looking for dependable, responsible inside sales
reps. Immediate hire, FT/PT,
convenient location to UCF on
University Blvd. Benefits, Credit
Union membership. Guaranteed
salary + bonus & commissions,
paid training. Call (407)8589160 or (407)679-5455.

August 29, 1995

VALET PARKING POSITIONS:
City Nights Valet, tnc. is now
hiring runners to fill valet parking
positions at several locations
across Central Florida. You
must be capable of intense
running, have a good driving
record and a great attitude. We
are looking for safe, careful
drivers who know friendly
service to a customer. You need
to be available at least one (1)
weekend.night and one ( 1) week
day or night per week minimum.
Shifts available around the.
clock, scheduling is flexible ·
around jobs and other responsibilities. Pay is outstanding. Only
clean cut, honest, hard-working
and serious athletes need apply.
Call (407)849-0670 to set an
appointment.

M/F Non-smoker wanted to share
4/3 townhouse 10 min from
·waldenbook.s is now hiring PIT
campus near Howell Branch and
Students needed to work at
for new store in Sanford area.
Aloma. Own bath, W/D, dishOrlando lnt'I Airport, Sept 11-24.
Please call fv1att at 267-7650
· d 20
washer, etc. $240/mo; $100 dep;
Neat appearance require . 1
split util.
1-------------,i------------------t 30 hrs/wk. $7.00/hr. Call Dr.
Call 679-9494 (leave message).
Administrative assistant-Girl
Klee 823-2270 or 678-0767.
Love seat $50 obo
Friday for real estate developer,
nights 366-2384
20 hrs/wk, flexible hrs.,word
processing skills & transportation req., $7.50/hr.,
Microwave-excel. cond. $50.
John 422-1000
Bedreoom
set/full/7
pcs./excel.
2 BR, 2BA; new carpet; $580/
Top Dollar. Paid-wantedcond.-$425. Call 660-8122 ext.
month; Fox Hunt Lanes 2838
Earn cash stuffing envelopes.
Prom, Homecoming, Bridesmaids
348 or eve. 330-2824. ·
Hunt Club Lane (904)335-5681
Send SASE ·to PO Box 774
Gowns & evening wear. Highest
leave message
Olathe KS 66051
commissions paid on consignment
i-------------1 in tri-county area. We will come
TVNCR cabinet w/ storage area.
EARN $500 or more weekly
pick up. Call 892-5505.
·
House for rent-large 5 bedroom
Solid oak. Holds 27 inch TV.
stuffing envelopes-at home.
2 1/2 bath, large lot, 1+mile from
Call 365-5652
Send long SASE to: Country
UCF $950/month. Please call
Living Shoppers, Dept. S37,
672-5772(present tenant) 657P.O. Bo~ 1779, Denham
4124(Kristin owner)
Springs, LA 70727
FULL DUPLEX near UCF each

For Rent

Wanted

UCF area/Waterford Lakes
luxury condo. Lakefront, fully
furnished, including washer/
dryer. $460 a month. Call agent
382-1666.

side 2br, 1 bath w/ carport rent
half and live in the other! Priced
for a quick sale at $72,400! .
#5350657. Ask for Greg Rokeh,
Watson Reality 67~-3400

Babysitter: For 3 girls in my
Longwood home. Hours are
2:30-7 pm, 4-5 weeknights per
week. References and transportation required. Call 774-0526.

DEEP DISCOUNT PRICES
• Full line of
HP scientific &
· business
calculators.
•HP lOB
•HP 17 BIT
•HP200LX
Palmtop Computer

• HP 48GX Graphic
Expandable (128k)
• HP 48G Graphic (32k)
•_HP38G (New)
• All software for above
• All Peripherals

~P.l ~:~;.:~6

I

I

Typists
Word Processing, research
papers, manuscripts, resumes,
pick up and delivery, etc.
Call 366-9626.

Resume/Typing- professionally
written. Call 249-0398 for quote.

Desktop Publishing by Claire
Very professional, very quick,
very resonable. 14 yrs. Exp.
Mcintosh & Laser Printer
380-2162

Fast acurate and next to campus
call Cherie for your typing needs
359-9203

Other

Wanting to hire female education
student to help homeschool two
female students-5th and 9th
grades. Call 275-9902. ask for
Debbie. Flexible hours.

Bally spec.ial limited program for
students and residents. Call
Walter 297-8400.

KaP.lan and get
a higher score...

Classes starting soon - call now!

4f1A~ <SQ[p~

More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

Call Don ·o'Rourke NOW! at
INTERNATIONAL Calculator & Computer
898-0081 • 2916 Corrine Drive • by the Navy base

'cl___
. i-..,orm
D
assiifi-d
ie Adveriu·sing

ATIENTION ALL SINGLE UCF
FEMALES- Single professional
male grad student, 33 5 ft. 7 in.
wants to meet SWF 18-40 for
dinning out and visiting art
museums. Send photo and letter
to C.H., Box 418
Goldenrod Fl 32733

Tutors

take

HEWLETT PACKARD

Singles

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
The answer to the test -question.

---------------------------------------------,

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------t.= _____ _

Pleasecheckoneofthefollowing:
_ForRent
_Wanted
_CarPool
For Sale
Services
_Autos
Singles
=Tutors
_Roommates

_GreekComer
_Club Info
_Help Wanted

Jersorza~s
_Lost & Found
_Other

Cash _Check Amount$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I would like the ad to run the following dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thurs.
during the Fall and Spring S e m e s t e r s . ) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - RATES: $1 per line for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $2 per line for all others.
Each character in a string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAYMENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form and payment to The Central Florida Future,
11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 Attn: Classifieds, or fax form and
copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads may also may be placed in person in our offices,
located in the Lake Ebby Centre behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn.
For·more info, call (407) 823-8054.

Name, address, and phone (required):
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Save on Used Textbooks

YOUR USED TEXTBOOK HEADQUARTERS

. • Fast, Friendly Service .
. • Close to Campus

·

• Convenient Parking

.

Exten.d ed Rush Hours
M-F 8:30-LATE ·
8/26 Sat. 10:00-4:00
8/27 Srin. OPEN

UCF CJmpus

1· 1,ic~m ·-:

1 •~DOOJ~~1

f':,n•

Univc-uity
Shoppc-1
. .

'· .{ .

~

· CoHcegc lBoolk

._____.______ . Bi

§ 1lll IP JP~ y

.

.

College Book & Supply
College Book & Supply • l2209 University Blvd.
Orlando, Florid~ 32817 • (407) 249-0855
(Next to Domino's & Kinko's in the University Shoppes)
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aJew odd ways to relive your childhood ... F-1
tooting off the UCF music season ..... F-2
drum/est 95' hits Sanford. . .... F-4

40tipson
reclaiming
summer
• Find the highest bridge you
can and spit off it.
• Find the highest bridge you
can and jump.
• Run through the sprinklers in
your neighbor's yard.
• Sprinkle your neighbor's
windows with bullets.
• Name your bedspread.
• Burn your old Tampa Bay
Bucs bedspread.
• Eat a Popsicle.
• Eat something a lot sweeter
instead.
• Make something with
Popsicle sticks and glue.
• Sniff the glue and use your
snot instead.
• Skip rocks on a creek or lake.
• Throw rocks at the fat kid
down the bl~k.
• Blow bubbles in your milk.
• Suck until you get milk.
• Look at the stars.
•Hum, Hum, Hum••. Count
the stars.
• Pick dandelions.
•Pick your boyfriend's nose.
• Oimb a tree.
• Cut down a tree.
• Make a bird feeder out of a
milk carton.
• Shoot a bird.
• Feed the ducks.
• Feed the druilks.
•Wear Band-Aids with
Snoopy on them.
• H you do snoop around, your
likely to get more than just
band-AIDS.
• Dress up your pets.
• Dress up as a woman or a
man and "come out" to your
best friend.
• Lay on your back
figure
out what the clouds look like.
• Ask your history professor
for a dime bag, and make
your own clouds.
•Put ladybugs in a huge
pickle jar with holes
punched in the top.
•Name them and add some
Southern Comfort and a match.
• Play with a yo-yo.
• Play with your yo-yo.
• Chew three pieces of gum at
once.
• Stick the wad on the fat
guy's seat behind you.
• Color on your sidewalk with :
chalk.
• Go vandalize your old high
school with graffiti.
• Buy all of your textbooks
with pennies.
• Go to the bookstore, wait
three hours to get in, and
once your flaming with
anger set it and all of its
overpriced books ablaze.
Might I suggest 8 oz. of
whiskey to start.

and
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10
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15
18

32
36

40

57

61
64
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THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Put on, as weight
5 Dressed
9 Inclined way
13-mater
14 Approving cry
15 At any time
16Vanishedintothinair
18Mention
19 On the - (fleeing)
20 A portion of
· 21 Like some photos
23 Quick pace
24 Watched
25Educate
28 Sit on the fence
32 Mortgage, e.g.
33 Humorist, Dombeck
35 Temptress
36Burden
37 Condescend
39 Amphibian
40Suitpart
42 Toward shelter
43-dixit
44 Captivate
46Shut
48 The Beehive State
49 Musial of baseball
50 World Cup game
53 Strikebreaker
54 Baste
57Touchon
58 Blip's locale
61 Timber wolf
62Gems

63 " Exodus" author
64 Salty drop
65 Roused from sleep
66 Agreement
DOWN

1 Celt
2 Thomas-Edison
3 M_u slim prayer leader
4Rest
· 5 Charley horse
6 Like a laggard
7 St.
8 Dickens' Artful 9 Overhaul

47 Research places
49 Climb .
50D~wit

51 Orchestra member
52 Haiti neighbor
53 Pierre's state: abbr.
54 Marsh bird
55 ''Iliad," e.g.
56 A direction
59 Mil. address part
60 Putter's target

The Answers

lORara11 N.Y.team
12 Victim
14 Cooked a certain way
17 Christiania, nowadays
22 Pastures
23 Builder
24 Actors' place
25 Declivity
26 Schwarzenegger role
27Hangout
28 Show pleasure
29 uts fall
30 Certain contract
31 Stopped
34 Getto
38 Delightful drinks
41 Cloy
45 Kind of escape

"If you're gonna shoot, shoot.

Don't talk about it."
- Clint Eastwood
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UCf Music
O The head of
the UCF Music
Department gives an
. overview of the
coming season.
By LYMAN A.. BRODIE
Special to the Future
These are exciting times at
The University of Central Florida
and especially so in the Department of Music. We ·have experienced a 70 percent growth over
the past five years with many noted
accomplishments along the way.
Our students are winning
recognition in academic achievements and in local, state and national music competitions. These
accomplishments include: the
Florida State Music Teachers Association Collegiate Artist Competition winners in the Piano and
Brass division~ in 1993 and 1994;
the College di vision winner of the
1995 Florida Trumpet Festival;
and the First Runner-up in the
Brass di'lision of the Music Teachers National Association.
One of our music students
was also recognized for earning
the highest grade point average
among all colleges in the university in the spring 1995 graduating
class.

•

tn

talented students entering our pro- the addition of Jeffery Rupert,
The ~usic Department
gram, and I look forward to their comin~ to our faculty from the
also boasts a faculty of highly
accomplishments.. I am also look- Mason Gross School of the Arts
acclaimed teachers and internaing forward to the expansion of at Rutgers University, I expect
tionally recognized performers.
Our faculty has recently garnered
the Jazz/ Commercial Music em- that there will be a further blosawards such as: UCF Distinphasis in our department. With soming in that part of our curguishedRericulum.
searcher of
We will
_the . . Ye,ar;
continue our
UCFExcelmany on camlenceinUnpus concerts,
dergraduate
which average
Teaching
over on hunAward; and
dred per acathe UCF
demic year as
Advisor of
well as our
the Year.
presentations
Many other
of guest artists
music facand lecturers.
11
ulty .have
with
received
talented stuawards recdents and in. ognizing
ternationally
their ongorecognized
ing contriartist ·faculty
butions as
located in the
teachers,
"Entertaincomposers
ment Capitol
and perof the World,"
formers of
these are excitthe highest
ing times.
caliber.
Formore
I am
info. about the
very exUCF Music
cited about
Department
the coming
courtesy/ UCF MUSIC. and the upcomyear. There The UCF Music Department led by chair, Brodie, averages over ing season call
are many 100 concerts a year.
823-2869.
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World Wide Web
E-Mail IRC Chat
10,000 News Groups

ONET
INTERNET
SERVICES
Software Provided

Free User Home Page
Special Student Rate
$18 per month for 80 Hours

Call ONET at 291-7000

'

FOR MORE INFbRMATION CALL 823-2191
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You too can
become a
model.uwell at
least write
like one.
Call DK
to write for .
features · ·
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Make a unique and personal contribution to another
family's happiness:
Healthy women between ages 21 and 33
are needed to donate eggs for infertile couples :
Compensation provided. All donors are anonymous.

Call Mary or Michelle at 896-7575
for information •
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YOU ff Un GO IN Pf MON

. THIS AD GOOD FOR $1.00-OFF COVER ANY NIGHTI
WEDNESDAYS: $1.00 DRINK NITE 8pm-2am
AN ORLANDO TRADITION W/$1 .OD DAIQUIRIS, BOTRE BEBIS, SHOTS, AND WBlS

THURSDAYS: THURSDAY NITE LIVE 9pm-2am
UVE MUSIC WITH ORLANDO'S RNEST MUSICIANS
$2.00 SRECT eomES. NO COVER

FRIDAYS: FRiDAY NIGHT FEVER 9pm-2am .
ORLANDO'S BEST RETRO DANCE NITE. WEEKLY SPECIALS

.

SATURDAYS: TIC-TDC COUNTDOWN 9pm-2am
All DRl\IKS 50C AT 9:00. ADD 25C EVERY 15 MINUTES. REVERSE COUNT AT MID GHT
CHILBIS: 33 W. CHURCH ST. ORLANDO
FOR RJRTHBI nFO CALL: (407) 849-4270
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Drummin' Madness '95
By CHRIS RAYNOR
Staff writer
You say you don't want to
, work, but just bang on the drum
all day? How about all night?
That's exactly what's going to
happen at the 7th Annual

Drumathon on September 3rd-4th.
To raise money for the Muscular
Dystrophy Association, a group
of inspired musicians will set up
their drum sets in the parking lot
of the Seminole Plaza Shopping
Center off ofl 7-92 in Sanford and
play for a full 24 hours, from · 5

.--~---------..~--.-------..

Until Robots t_
replace Humans
... your plasma ~vill
always be needed

DID YOU K~OW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE .PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:
*Patients in shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenous
fluids for burns,
surgery; or
treatments of illness

*Protect against infection
*Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening dieseases

"We will compensate you for your time
when gi~iing the gift of.life"
YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH

I
.,...,,.,...-L

p.m. Sunday to 5 p.m. Monday. A
large tent that is staked down right
in the middle of the parking lot
houses the drummers, all laying
down the beat for a good cause.
It's a lot more creative than holding a boot out in traffic.
T o m

got smarter and used smaller
sticks .."
From modest beginnings,
the event has grown to include
about 15 drummers with hundreds
more coming out to sit in and jam
or just check it out and donate. T-

MillerandEric
Charles started
the very first
Drumathon in
1989. Miller,
who is currently attending the Berkeley Sl:hool of
Music in Bos. ton, is amazed
how the event
has grown in
the last several
years. "I told
Eric about this
idea I had to
raise money
· and after listening to it, he said
right away,
'We can do it.'
The next thing Tom Miller and Eric Charles began Drumathon
you know, we
were doing it." Miller also agreed shirts will be on sale to commemothat the first year was the hardest. rate the event for $10. Support
"There.were only six drum- from local businesses and th~ commers, and I ended up playing nine munity has been very good with
hours straight. My forearms looked donations of food, ice, electricity
like Popeye's. The second year I and money. Last year they raised

Manager _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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about $1200.
It can be quite an awesome
sound, 15 drummers playing at
once. For this reason, during the
late hours of the night and early
morning (1 lp.m.-7a.m.) only one
person is allowed to play at a time.
It
seems
some people
from nearby
neighborhoods complained ofin. somnia.
T h e
Drumathon
takes place in
the Seminole
Plaza Shopping Center
on 17-92 in
Sanford,
about two
miles North
of the Seminole Community College,justpast
Lake Mary
Blvd.
N o in 1989.
body is out
there trying to out-do anybody,
just there to jam, have fun and
raise some money. Go check it
out. Unless you think you might
miss something on the Jerry Lewis
Labor Day Telethon. (I doubt it.)

,,
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It's served every Thursday in the dining hall. And the
scary thing is, people actually eat it. Maybe they don't
see those white chunks floating in the gray beef. Or
maybe they're just really hungry. Whatever their reason,
you want no part of it. You know what great meat loaf
is all about. You had the best for 18 years. So you call
mom to let her know she's the Queen of Meat Loaf.
It's a special moment between mother and son.

46

47

Curtis Dix

So.
Sr. 99

Jr.

SEPTEMBER 23RD IN TALLAHASSEE
$21 RESERVED TICKETS
(Large Blocks Available)
CALL (407)823-1000

ENOUGH SAID!!
(
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Cu/pepper's skills
improving quickly

1995 OCF football
schedale
Opponent
Aug. 31
Sept. 9
Sept. 23
Sept. 30
Oct. 7

Oct. 14
Oct.210ct. 28
Nov.4

Nov.11
Nov.18

E. Kentucky
Carson-Newman
at Florida State
at McNeese State
Saniford
Liberty
at Hawaii
at Northeast Louisiana
Bethune-Cook.man
Troy State
Maine·

7 p.m.
lp.m.
7p.m.
8p.m.
lp.m.
1p.m.
Mid.
8p.m.
4p.m.
4p.m.
4p.m.

CULPEPPER, from page 19

but he has stated as part of his
philosophy that if something is
not working in his life, he will
change it. That meansif Daunte
does somehow fail to produce,
there could be a line-up change
similar to what happened with
Terry Dean and Danny Wuerfell
at Florida last year. But that goes
for any player. However,
McDowell is confident in his
young prospect, and he is not anticipating a major change. Instead,
he's predicting that Culpepper will
do extremely well.
As practice continues for
UCF' s first game, there is a slight
difference from last year's practices. It may just be a mysterious
breeze, but there seems to be a
subtle change-a little sparkle in
everyone's eyes at practice
everytime Culpepper drops back
.
into the poc;ket and delivers a
,,,,,,,:A'"'':'. ,,,.,,.1-d'cket over the middle for a big
gain. Everyone knows that they
could have something special ~or
years to come.

Student Legal Service$
Problems With:
•Landlords
• Insurance
•Contracts
•Traffic Tickets
Need:
•A Will
•A Name Change
• Uncontested Dissolution

UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representative in certain
legal areas for qualified UCF students.
for information or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the student center room 22 7
Monday-Friday Sam-Spm
Funded through Activity & Service F~e
by the Student Government Association

F=REE

MONE~

F=OR COL.L.EQE

Billions to be claimed
All students qualify
$850 guaranteed
for a nominal processing fee

Call Besa at John Patrick Com usrv 407 671-9973

VisionMax.
208 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL 32801
1/2 Mile East of 1-4
(407) 649·0055
Every Day Low Prices For Your Visual Needs

Eye Exams • Eyeglasses
• Contact Lenses
• Competitive Prices from Economy to Designer Eyewear
• Eye Exams on the Premises
• Contact Lenses
• Walle-Ins Welcome
• Major Credit Cards
• Medicaid & Most Insurances Accepted • Se Habla Espanol

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
I

r -s20.oo- 1 r $59_95- 1
I Complete Eye Exam by I I •Two pairs of glasses I
~ Optometric Physiciani I
or
I
• Dailywear Soft Contact
.. Two pairs of contact
I Lens ~i~g is $20 I I
lenses
I
additional.
or
I•Entended, Torie, Color, I I •One pair of glasses I
and Rigid at I I and one pair of contact I
IDisposable
extra cost.
lenses.
Lco~n ~i~ ~9~ Lcoupon ~i~ 9~9:.J
Glasses include frames.
•Single vision lenses regular or plastic CR 39 up+ or· 4.00 sphere and up to 3.00 cylinder.
Coupon mustr be presented at time of purchase. ••contact Lenses are Clear Softmate B Daily
Wear. •••Lenses are single vision plastic CR 39 up +or - 4.00 sphere and up to 3.00 cylinder.

·Come out to the UCF football pep rally at
Tinker Field this Wednesday, August 30 at
5:30 p.m. Help your Golden Knights kick off
the 1995 football season in style. Free tickets,
live entertainment and free stuff. For more
information call 245-2827.
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A freshman starling at quarterback? Culpepper's not an average freshman
D Daunte Culpepper
will face immense
pressure, and FSU in
a whirlwind
freshman season.
by JUSTIN DELIAS
Assistant sports editor

photoJHUNT

Daunte Culpepper airs out one of his typical 55-yard rockets
at a recent scrimmage held in preparation for the opener.

(.,

It is not very common for
freshmen to start for big-time college football programs, but 18year-old Daunte Culpepper recently inherited the reigns of the
University of Central Florida football program when he was named
as the starting quarterback.
This is no ordinary freshmen though. After being named
"Mr. Football" in the state of
Florida, Culpepper comes to UCF
with some impressive credentials,
making it easier for the coaches to
decide.
"He's 6-4, he weighs 230,
he runs fast, aifd he'~q§offt great
arm," Head Coach Gene
McDowell gleamed. "As far as
practice is concerned, he's performed well."
That's not to say that returning junior Kevin Reid is not a
good quarterback. He will definitely see his share of playing time
this season, but the coaching staff
had to make a tough decision and
Culpepper was the man.
"He didn't become the 'football player of the year' in the state
of Florida by accident," McDowell

further explained. "When players
accomplish those kinds of things,
you don't have to be a genius to
figure out that they are really good
players."
For Culpepper, the decision
finally ends a long summer of
hoopla and speculation.
"It felt great," Culpepper
said breathing heavily aftera tough
practice. "I felt very rewarded. I
was filled with joy."
Although a little surprised
by the decision, Culpepper feels
that he has put in enough work to
merit the coaching staff's trust.
"I studied my playbook,
watched film, and got in there and
did the best I could," Culpepper
said.
Many people familiar with
UCF' s football program know that
offensive coordinator Mike
Kruczek's system is somewhat
complex. Although it is good that
Culpepper is confident about starting.
quqffnn1!:!1 feel .... I'm
ready",
Culpepper said hastily, attributing his naivete about the college
process and what he is in for down
the line. He is doing really well
now, because the coaching staff is
keeping things simple to groom
Culpepper as well as all of the
other new starters.
"Our offense is not nearly
as complex right now as it can be
and will be as Daunte grows in it,"
McDowell explained. "We have
the capability of being really complex."

At any rate, Culpepper is
producing and is proud of his accomplishments.
"Reading the coverages and
reading the defenses," Culpepper
explained. "That's been my best
improvement that I've had [since
being at UCF]."
One might think that a person in Culpepper's position, with
his skills and abilities, would be
cocky and pretentious, but that is
not the case at ·all. He is a hard
worker eager to improve. What
has surprised UCF coaches the
most about their young quarterback is his leadership and maturity.
"He's more mature than
most freshmen. He's more confident than most freshman. He
knows he's got talent and he believes he can get the job done.
That's a real asset," McDowell
said. "His belief in his own ability
has impressed me."
Although low-key and not
being a braggart, Culpepper displays maturity beyond his years
for a freshman, leading by example at practice. Running sprints
after practice, Culpepper is noticeably ahead of the pack, which
is not common at all for freshman
that are supposed to be nervous
with shaky legs at the thought of
big league ball.
McDowell plans on keeping Culpepper in for the long haul,

see CULPEPPER, page f1
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Golden Knights move to Division I-A will earn the school respect
by GENE McDOWELL

..

Special to the Future

When we came to Central
Florida, then a Division II program
in 1985, it didn't talce long for us to
realize that the competitive differences between Division I-A programs and smaller programs actually weren't very substantial. We
quickly learned that both coaches
andplayersintheranksofthesmaller
programs really aren't so different
from their counterparts on national
television each week, in that tlie
coaches still must find a way to
motivate their teams to play well,
and the athletes must work just as
strong to be stronger and faster than
their opponents. Outstanding
coaches and players are at every
level. So just what is it that sets
Division I-A college football apart
from all other levels of college football? The two main .differences we
found were the increased number of
skilled players and fan support.
We learned from experience
that the largest numbers of the most
skilled football players tend to be
found at the schools that consistently maintain the highest profile
programs. Consequently, we felt
getting largernum~rs ofthese types
of players to attend UCF was a
"problem" that would take care of
itself once we addressed the underlying issue of how to increase fan
support enough to become a highprofile program ourselves.
In Orlando, however, we
faced a particularly unique situa-

•

•

•

•

tion, as we were attempting to in- you saw a lot of empty seats unless John Hitt, who appreciated the value allowed at I-A from the 63 allowed
crease public support for our team they happened to be playing each of a well-run athletic program to a inI-AA.Also, weagreedtoincrease
in a city that is commonly known as other. Taking that kind of atten- growing educational institution such scholarships for women's sports by
one of the main destinations in the dance into account in light of the as UCF.
22 to maintain gender equity. The
entire world. In cities such as huge variety of activities available
It didn't take Dr. Hitt long to increased number of football scholGainesville and Tallahassee, UF and to the residents of L.A., as with realize that the UCF football pro- arships totals $140,00, plus another
FSU' s programs are looked upon as Orlando, we knew a strong base of gram was at a crossroads, so he $140,000 to hire three new football
a large
fan support would be vital to the appointed a committee to evaluate coaches, also allowed at the I-A
part of
success of our football program on the future of the football program. level.
those
the road to Division I-A.
This committee needed to decide on
cities'
We were encouraged, how- a course of action: Move to I-A and
BOARD OF REGENTS
recreever, by the fact that Orlando had upgrade our competition to attract APPROVAL: We received apational
shown enough interest in profes- more sports fans and media atten- proval from the state Board of Reactivisional sports to become the home of tion, stay·at Division I-AA or drop gents by satisfying their require·the NBA's Magic, the Predators of back to Division m, a non-scholar- ments regarding gender equity and
ties, but
we had
the Arena Football League and the ship level, where the importance of budgetary constraints. As outlined
realconCubs, Chicago's AA baseball club. a large revenue fan base would be above, no gender inequities would
c er n s
Although Orlando had professional greatly diminished. The committee · be created by this move. In addition,
about
football teams in the past, the fact decided that if we were going to try we detailed for the BOR how road
whether
that no NFL team ever landed here to maintain a scholarshi.P-level pro- games guarantees increased season
or not a
may have actually helped us by gram in football, we should move to ticket sales and substantially higher
McDowell making UCF football Orlando's I-A in order to cultivate the kind of booster revenues would more than
city as
large
only true home college football team. sophisticated fan used to watching . offset the increased expenditures we
and diAll things considered, however, we Florida State, Florida, Miami, and proposed and would in fact provide
verse as Orlando could concentrate knew our goal of taking UCF to the Buccaneers and Dolphins. We a new source of revenue for the
enough on UCF football to raise it to Division I would be challenging.
knew nothing less than a top-notch program.
the upper echelon of the college
So, despite the inevitable ob- product would attract the~e kinds of
ranks. Taking into account Disney, stacles we knew would arise, our fans.
NCAA PREREQUISITES:
EPCOT, MGM, Universal Studios, long-range committee convened- in
Also necessary to the process We met each of the NCAA's reSea World, countless golf resorts the spring of 1989 and recommended was filling the newly-created ath- quirements to move to I-A, which
and Orlando's many other recre- that UCF work toward becoming I- letic director's position with some- stipulates a team moving to Diviational events, we knew we faced a A in football. Along with steps to one who possessed the vision and sion I-A must:
considerab.le challenge. To put the maintain gender equity, it was sug- the drive so vital to the future of our
. •Play its home games in a
si~ation in perspective, consider
gested thatthe athletic director/head athletics program. Bearing this in stadium seating at least 30,000. We
the comparison between Orlando football coach position be split by mind, Dr. Hitt quickly hired Steve play in tlie 72,000 seat Citrus Bowl.
and Los Angeles, which have the 1994 in order to afford each position Sloan as our athletic director, a move
•Attract an average of 17 ,000
same climate and attractions. Think the increased attention it would re- which, possibly more than anything fans one of the four years prior to the
of the last time you saw USC or quire when such a move was under- else, improved public attitude and move to I-A. In 1994, we averaged
UCLA, both LA-based, champi- taken.
awareness of our decision to move around 23,000 people per game.
onship ·caliber, Division I-A teams,
•Schedule at least seven I-A
Our timetable turned out to to Division I-A. Sloan's name and
playing a nationally telev1sed foot- be accurate, and it helped when we . reputation not only brought instant opponents in each of the four years
ball game at home. Chances are, inaugurated a new president, Dr. credibility to the program, but his subsequent to the move. Our future
expert ability as an athletic adminis- schedules will take on a new look as
trator became evident as we began we move to fulfill this requirement.
to work through the process to move We'll be taking on teams such as
. Florida State, Florida, Miami,Georfrom I-AA to I-A.
Once we made some key per- gia, Mississippi State, Georgia Tech,
sonnel decisions, we had to deter- Purdue, N.C. State, Virginia and
mine the following fiscal and inter- Auburn just to name a few .
The decision for UCFtomove
nal ramifications of what we were
to Di vision I-A is one that was shared
proposing:
by many different people and exam· GENDER EQUITY: We ined at many different angles. We
agreed to increase student fees, with feel that when all factors are taken
the additional revenue going directly into consideration, the time is right
for the Golden Knights to join the
to women's athletics.
ranks of Division I college football .
This article was reprinted with
SCHOLARSHIPS: We
1;1greed to increase football scholar- thepermissionoftheAmericanFootships by 22 to talce us to the 85 ball Coaches Association.
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Come Join Us at the Newly Remodeled...

lrltilt 1f111r~1tss
11)() ~ ~ lt1Clr 111() ~
3 MONTHS FREE W/ MEMBERSHIP
Now Featuring our new full lines of
Eagle Cybex, Trackmaster Treadmills,
Stairmaster's PT 4000, 112 court
basketball, aerobics, sauna, and more.

position available
Apply in · ·
Student Government

I

Fitness
Connection

~

For more information call 823-2191
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1995 Footmll
Marquette 5-tlith and Gerod Davis--the backbone of the UCF offense
by CHRIS SHILKAITIS
Staff writer

---------~-

UCF' s Gene McDowell possesses a secret 1-2 puncb ~at even
Mike Tyson would appreciate.
Although, .Coach McDowell
has no intention to keep this secret for
very long. The Golden Knights will
line up what the Sporting News 1995

College Football Yearbook.rates ·as
.· the ,_best, 1-2 backfield punch in the
diviSionl-AA, with GercxlDavis and
Marquette Smith.
Gerod Davis ( 5-9, 215 lbs.),
one half of the tande;n, is entering his
senior year as UCF'S all-time leading
rusherin yards per carry (5.7). Though
most ofthis statistic is supported by his
freshman year stats, when he pro-

·~ \
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Marquette Smith had 1,058 yards rushing on 194 ca.r ries last
season. The FSU transfer also scored 36 points for UCF.

duced personal career numbers.Davis
rushed for 1,154 yards on 183 carries
(most ever by any freshman at UCF)
and averaged 6.3 yards per carry with
lOrushing touchdowns. Over the next
two seasons, Davis only carried the
ball a total of 164 times, 19 times less
than his whole freshman year. He
accumulated 834 yards over that pericx:l. He also scored three fewer touchdowns in '93 and '94 combined.
But Davis does have a legitimatereason for hisdecline in '93,due
to the fact that his main role was to
block for UCF' s all-time leading
rusher, Willie English. Davis isn't
setting his sights on duplicating liis
freshman year, though, butratherjust
play his role to the best of his ability.
''Itwill bekindofhardtomatch
my stats from my freshman year,"
Davis said. ''I'm now at the fullback
position, and I can still contribute to
the team."
.
Davis will concentrate .on
achieving his personal goals with
hopes that ·they will also meet the
team's goals.
''l'dliketocontributeasmuch
as possible and that means staying in
top shape," Davis said. "Right now I
feel greatandl want to help this tean1
win. I thank GOO for giving me the
opportunitytobeapartofthisteam."
Davis's backfield partner,
MarquetteSmith(5-7, 195lbs.),came
out of high school as one of the most
sought after running backs in the
country. Smith artendedFSU for his
• first three years before transferring to
UCFin '94. .

Last year, Smith earned the
honor of being only the third running
back in UCF history to rush for 1,000
yards (English and Davis). He posted
impressive numbers: 1,058 yards on
194 carries for a 5.5 yards per carry
average, and five touchdowns at the
tailback position.
For Smith to repeat or improve
on last year's stats will be no small

feat. The backfield will be protected
by many new faces, with only two
returning starters from last years offensive line. However, Smith feels
that this will not slow him up, nor the
team.
''lthinkalotofpeopleunderestimate them, even though they're
young," says Smith. ''They have a lot
see BACKBONE, page 16
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Golden Knights fullback Gerod Davis hopes to surpass the
1,154 yards he had in an incredible freshman season.

Mark Whittemore back on the practice field, but this time as a coach
o.Whittemore is

years are over.
The Miami Dolphins ex:.
.looki.ng forward to
pressed enoughinterestin his skills
to invite him to its camp, where he
helping the Golden.
was given the opportunity to earn
Knights young corps a.spot.on .the rnster. All he had to
of wide receivers.
do was beat out players like Irving
.Fryar, Randall Hill, Gary Clark
and O.J. McDuffie.
by TIM SPRINGER
After catching passes from
Staff writer
Dan Marino and going through
intense
workouts,
Mark Whittemore is back, some
so don't worry about all that crazy Whittemore left camp with a
talk about a lack of depth at wide strained hamstring.
Returning to UCF as a coach
receiver-wide receive·r coach
. that is. He joins an already tal- will allow Whittemore to eat, sleep
ented Golden Knights staff as an and dream football as he had done
assistanttoNFLgreat, Wes Chan- for so many years past.
"I'm using this experience
dler.
Whittemore will be acting to gauge my decision on whether
as a student-assistant coach this or notl want to go into this professeason. With plans to graduate in sion," Whittemore said. "And I'm
December, he will speno this sea- finding that coaching is a lot more
son working with receivers, help- difficult than people realize."
Spending endless hours in
ing them prepare for a new oppo· the coaching staff office discussnent each week.
Prowling the sidelines as a ing schemes and strategies allows
coach, rather than streaking down Whittemore to gain first-hand
them as a punt returner and re- knowledge of the rigors of being a
ceiver, is an . experience full-time coach.
Being familiar with the ofWhittemore will be using to help
himself stay in top playing condi- fensive system and playing with
many of these receivers has made
tion.
He'll decide in what direc- the transition from player to coach
tion he will go when his college simple.

I

I

I' .
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Mark Whittemore finished last season with 45 receptions,
an 18.3 avg. and eight touchdown grabs for UCF.

"It hasn't been a problem
working [as a coach] with guys I
played with," Whittemore said.
"We all respect each other, and as
a coach I'm able to see things that
a player doesn't."
Whittemore is using his
youth (inexperience) as a plus,
not a minus.
"Coach Whittemore is
mainly responsible for my being
on the practice squad last fall,"
William Washington said. "He
knows what the coaches want out
of us, and he communicates with
us at our level."
Coach Gene McDowell
feels that Whittemore will be an
asset to his staff.
''Mark coaches like he
plays," McDowell said. "He's the
kind of guy that will bea winner in
anything he does."
After nearly 2000 yards receiving and 18 touchdowns, Mark
Whittemore' s college playing and
academic careers are history, but
his coaching career may have just
begun.
With the possibility of another NFL tryout in his future, he
plans to stay focused, in-shape
and at the same time help the
Golden Knights through another
exciting season.

